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Distance estimation of visually simulated self-motion is difficult, because one has to know or make assumptions about scene
layout to judge ego speed. Discrimination of the travel distances of two sequentially simulated self-motions in the same scene can
be performed quite accurately (Bremmer and Lappe 1999; Frenz et al., 2003). However, the indication of the perceived distance
of a single movement in terms of a spatial interval results in a depth scaling error: Intervals are correlated with the true travel
distance, but underestimate travel distance by about 25% (Frenz and Lappe, 2005). Here we investigated whether the inclusion of
further depth cues (disparity/motion parallax/figural cues) in the virtual environment allows more veridical interval adjustment.
Experiments were conducted on a large single projection screen and in a fully immersive computer-animated virtual environment
(CAVE). Forward movements in simple virtual environments were simulated with distances between 1.5 and 13 m with varying
speeds. Subjects indicated the perceived distance of each movement in terms of a depth interval on the virtual ground plane.
We found good correlation between simulated and indicated distances, indicative of an internal representation of the perceived
distance. The slopes of the fitted regression lines revealed an underestimation of distance by about 25% under all conditions.
We conclude that estimation of travel distance from optic flow is subject to scaling when compared to static intervals in the
environment, irrespective of additional depth cues.
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INTRODUCTION

A moving observer receives a wealth of sensory information about his self-motion. Besides proprioceptive and vestibular signals, visual signals provide a powerful information source to control one’s own
movement. This visual information can be either positional (e.g., fixed landmarks, which can be used
as reference objects in the scene) or based on self-generated motion signals (optic flow [Gibson 1950])
during the movement. Past research has shown that the optic flow can be useful for different aspects
of motion control such as the time-to-contact [Lee 1980], the estimation of heading [Warren et al. 1988;
Warren and Hannon 1990], the control of upright stance [Lee 1980; Bronstein and Buckwell 1997], and
the control of walking speed [Prokop et al. 1997].
We are interested in the use of the optic flow for the estimation of travel distance. In order to judge
travel distance on the basis of optic flow, the observer has to estimate the velocity and the duration of
the self-motion. Judging the absolute speed of self-motion from the optic flow speed alone is not possible,
because the depth distribution of objects in the scene must also be known. Thus, optic flow fields are
ambiguous with respect to absolute travel distance without known scale of the scene, as identical optical
flow fields can be achieved by covarying the observer speed and the distances to objects in the scene. Yet,
human subjects can discriminate the travel distance of two sequential self-motion simulations in the
same scene with the assumptions that the environment is identical in the two simulations [Bremmer
and Lappe 1999; Frenz et al. 2003]. When subjects are asked to estimate the time of arrival at a
previously defined position from the motion field [Redlick et al. 2001], or use information in motion
displays for home finding such as in triangle completion tasks [Peruch et al. 1997; Witmer and Kline
1998; Kearns et al. 2002; Riecke et al. 2002; Sun et al. 2004], performance is, however, often inaccurate.
Since optic flow alone is ambiguous with respect to scale, observers in a travel distance task need
information or have to make assumptions about scene layout. In previous travel distance-discrimination
experiments, we asked observers to judge which one of two sequentially simulated self-motions covered
a greater distance. We found accurate distance discrimination when the virtual scene did not change
between the two motion sequences [Bremmer and Lappe 1999; Frenz et al. 2003]. In this case, subjects
could assume that the depth structure of the scene was identical between the two motions. When we
changed the scene layout unnoticed by the subject (altered viewing range, viewing angle in the scene or
eye height above the ground plane), predictable errors occurred as subjects attributed the whole change
in the flow field to a changed ego velocity and, therefore, perceived larger travel distances. When the
subjects noticed the altered depth structure of the scene, they could extract this influence on the flow
field and calculate the simulated ego velocity [Frenz et al. 2003]. We concluded that subjects use a
three-dimensional (3D) percept of their self-motion to calculate the travel distance, rather than pure
two-dimension (2D) image motion.
This 3D percept might serve as the basis for a true distance estimate in which subjects would convert
the percept of their self-motion to a spatial interval within the scene. This conversion would also
be independent from absolute scene scale as long as it is confined within the space of the scene. In
subsequent experiments, we therefore investigated whether observers can use the 3D percept of the
self-motion simulation to build up an internal representation of the traveled distance [Frenz and Lappe
2005] and report this in terms of a distance within the scene. We presented a visually simulated selfmotion over a virtual ground plane and instructed subjects to later indicate the perceived travel distance
in a static view of the scene. In one experiment, the subjects indicated the perceived travel distance
with a virtual interval on the ground plane. We observed a strong linear correlation between simulated
and indicated distances, which means that subjects were very precise in their report.
This linear correlation is consistent with other studies that investigated visual motion-based distance
estimation during walking [Loomis et al. 1993; Witmer and Kline 1998; Kearns et al. 2002], riding a bike
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[Sun et al. 2004], steering on a mobile robot [Berthoz et al. 1995], or navigating in a virtual environment
[Peruch et al. 1997; Witmer and Kline 1998; Riecke et al. 2002]. However, the reported distances in our
experiments undershot the simulated distances, on average, by about 25% [Frenz and Lappe 2005].
Similar undershoots have been observed by Sun et al. [2004] and Witmer and Kline [1998]. For some
stimulus parameters, overestimations of travel distance also occurred [Redlick et al. 2001; Frenz and
Lappe 2005]. These findings suggest that optic flow can be used to obtain an estimate of travel distance,
but this estimate is subject to a scale factor when compared to static intervals in the environment.
We tested a number of possible reasons for why the distances were so strongly underestimated. We
measured our observers ability to report distances in static scenes. Often distances in static scenes
are perceived as compressed [Foley 1980; Wagner 1985; Indow 1991; Beusmans 1998; Cuijpers et al.
2000; 2002; Foley et al. 2004]. To investigate whether such compression of static distances could be the
reason for the observed undershot in travel distance report, we presented two virtual depth intervals
with different sizes and distances to the observer in a static view of the scene. The subjects had to
indicate the size of one fixed interval by adjusting the other interval. The results showed a nonlinear
correlation between given and adjusted size in depth. Within the range of the distances used in our
travel judgment experiments, however, static distance judgments were rather accurate. Therefore, we
concluded that compression effects in the perception of visual space, in general, are not the reason for
underestimation of travel distance.
A second possible source for the observed error could be the particular manner of distance report. We,
therefore, tested several different reporting procedures [Frenz and Lappe 2005]. First, since previous
experiments showed accurate distance indication when subjects had to reproduce the distance of a
simulated self-motion with a second, self controlled visual motion [Bremmer and Lappe 1999], we asked
our observers to first reproduce the seen motion display with a force transducer to control the velocity of
the movement simulation. Subjects then had to report the travel distance with the interval adjustment
procedure. We found accurate distance reproduction, but, at the same time, an underestimation of
reported distance in the static scene interval adjustment. The underestimation also occurred when
subjects had to report the travel distance verbally in terms of eye heights and when they were instructed
to reproduce the perceived travel distance by blindfolded walking. In the latter case, we first presented
a motion sequence while the subjects stood on a wooden catwalk wearing a small high-resolution headmount display (HMD) (Sony Glastron PLM-S700E). After the motion sequence, the HMD turned black
and subjects had to walk the same distance in total darkness. As in the previous experiment we observed
linear correlation between simulated and indicated distances, but distances were again underestimated
by about 30%.
A third possible reason why subjects may have underestimated the travel distances of visually simulated self-motion might lie in insufficient depth information about scene layout. Recall that knowledge
of scene layout is needed to disambiguate the scale problem of optic flow. In our experimental conditions, knowledge of absolute depth layout was not needed, because visual motion stimulation and report
happened within the same virtual environment. Thus, the task is independent of absolute scene layout,
because the mere assumption of scene identity between motion simulation and report suffices. However, it might still be that the visual system relies on depth cues in the scene directly for the build-up
of the travel distance representation or for the control of interval adjustment in the reporting phase.
Therefore, we wanted to investigate the influence of additional depth cues on travel distance estimation from visual motion in virtual scenes. In the following, we report results from four experiments. In
experiment 1, we add vertical poles to the ground plane to increase motion parallax information and
pictorial depth cues (c.f. [Kearns et al. 2002; Li and Warren 2004]). In experiment 2, we increase the
viewing range of the scene to better specify the location of the horizon [c.f. Messing and Durgin 2005].
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. 4, No. 1, Article 3, Publication date: January 2007.
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Fig. 1. Screenshots of the virtual ground planes. (A) Textured ground plane; (B) textured ground plane with poles; (C) dot plane
1; (D) dot plane 2.

In experiment 3, we enhance the scene presentation with binocular disparity. In experiment 4, we use
a fully immersive computer-animated virtual environment (CAVE) with observer viewpoint tracking,
stereoscopic presentation, and realistic motion parallax from the observers head movements. In all
experiments, we find similar underestimation of travel distances. We conclude that the inaccuracy of
travel distance estimation from optic flow is not because of a lack of depth information in the scene.
2.
2.1

GENERAL METHODS
Virtual Scenes

We simulated movement on top of virtual ground planes with varying depth information. Screenshots
of the different environments are shown in Figure 1.
2.1.1 Textured Ground Plane. We used a 8 m × 8 m texture pattern (Iris Performer type “gravel”)
and mapped it on a 400 m × 400 m virtual ground plane. Blue sky (RGB code: 0.1, 0.3, 0.7) covered
the parts of the scene above the ground. The depth range of the viewing frustum for this and the other
virtual scenes was restricted to 30 m in experiments 1, 3, and 4, and extended to 100 m in experiment 2.
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. 4, No. 1, Article 3, Publication date: January 2007.
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Before each trial, we randomly varied the starting position of the movement sequence up to 10 m to
either side of the ground plane origin (midpoint of the plane) to avoid recognition of texture elements in
successive trials. The textured ground plane provided ample static depth cues, contained in gradients
of texture density, and size of texture elements toward the horizon. It also provided dynamic depth cues
in the motion simulation, most notably motion parallax and the change of size of texture elements as
they approached the observer. In addition, the trajectory of ground plane elements gave information
about the depth structure and simulated travel distance. The vertical refresh rate of the rendering was
36 Hz. The mean luminance was 3.1 cd/m2 .
2.1.2 Textured Ground Plane with Poles. This scene consisted of the textured ground plane, as
described above, but with ten additional vertical poles placed on the ground. At the beginning of a trial,
we calculated for each of the ten poles a random position in the scene, ranging up to 29 m to either
side of the starting position of the observer and up to 29 m in front of the observer’s virtual position.
The height of the poles was 1.5 m and the thickness was 2 pixels, independent of the distance to the
observer. This stimulus provides all the depth cues of the ground plane stimulus plus increased motion
parallax and pictorial depth cues from the poles.
2.1.3 Dot Plane 1. Dot plane 1 consisted of 3300 white light points, which we positioned on a grating
every 6 m to both sides of the observer’s virtual position within 30 m. In depth, we positioned the light
points every 2 m within 52 m. To achieve a balanced random distribution, we afterward shifted the
position of the light points randomly up to 5 m to either side. The lifetime of each point was limited.
With a probability of 10% in a single frame, each light point could vanish and reappear on a random
position within the scene. The vertical refresh rate of the rendering was 72 Hz. Thus, the mean lifetime
of the dots was 139 ms. On average, our subjects saw 970 light points on the screen in each frame. Size
and luminance were constant during movement simulation. Dot plane 1 provided dynamic depth cues
by motion parallax and static depth information in terms of texture density toward the horizon. Mean
luminance was 2.0 cd/m2 .
2.1.4 Dot Plane 2. Dot plane 2 lacked all static depth information. We randomly distributed 150
light points on the lower half of the screen on a black background. Again, dot size and luminance
remained constant regardless of the distance to the observer. During movement simulation the light
points moved as if they lay on a ground plane, i.e., they obeyed the pattern of motion parallax with
dots more distant to the observer visually moving slower than dots nearer to the observer’s virtual
position. The limitation of the dot’s lifetime was the same as for dot plane 1. Because this virtual scene
provided no static depth information, motion simulation continued during distance indication. This
resulted in the impression of movement over a static ground plane and allowed the subject to indicate
the perceived travel distance in terms of an interval on the ground plane. The virtual indicator lines
(see below) were superimposed on the image of the moving dots and thus appeared to move over the
plane along with the subject, always remaining in a static configuration with respect to the subject.
The reference line remained fixed on the screen with the dots moving behind it. The movable line could
be moved by the subject to adjust interval size. This motion simulation during distance indication had
no effect on distance judgment (see [Frenz and Lappe 2005]). The mean luminance was 0.6 cd/m2 .
2.1.5 The Virtual Indicator Lines. The indicator lines spread over 40 m to both sides of the observer’s
virtual position. The thickness of the indicator lines was 2 pixels and remained constant regardless of
the distance to the observer’s virtual position. The subject controlled the position of the adjustable line
by moving a computer mouse. We used the vertical coordinates of the invisible mouse pointer position on
the screen (ranging from 0 to 1024 pixels) and calculated the corresponding virtual position on ground
in the simulated environment (ranging from 0 to 30 m). Therefore, changing the position of the mouse
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. 4, No. 1, Article 3, Publication date: January 2007.
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pointer by one pixel altered the position of the line by 2.93 cm on the virtual ground plane (3000 cm/
1024 pixels). The physical distance between the two lines in the virtual scene was calculated after the
subject indicated the decision with a button press.
2.2

Procedure

Each trial started with a visual simulation of a linear self-motion with one of four different ego velocities
and four possible durations (velocities: 1, 1.5, 2.5, or 3 m/s, durations: 1.5, 2, 2.5, or 3 s). Therefore,
the simulated travel distances varied between 1.5 and 9 m. Four travel distances (3, 3.75, 4.5, and
7.5 m) were simulated with different combinations of the translation velocities and simulation duration to allow a comparison of travel distance estimates for identical distances with variable speed and
duration. The velocity profile was rectangular so that the self-motion simulation started and ended instantaneously. The static virtual scene was presented for 300 ms before the motion simulation started
in order to ensure that the subjects perceive the whole simulation. The simulated gaze direction was always in the direction of the self-motion. We presented the resulting 16 conditions in a pseudorandomized
order with 10 repetitions each. After the self-motion simulation, two horizontal white lines appeared
on the virtual ground plane. One line (reference line) was fixed on the ground plane in a distance of
4 m to the subject’s virtual position. The second line appeared 3 m in front of the subject’s position in
the scene. The subject could adjust the position of this line in the scene. The task in all experiments
was to indicate the travel distance of the visually simulated self-motion in terms of a virtual ground
interval with the adjustable line more distant than the reference line. In pilot studies of earlier work
[Frenz and Lappe 2005], we also tested an egocentric distance indication task, in which the distance
between the subjects virtual position in the scene and one adjustable indicator line was adjusted. This
procedure gave a constant error in distance indication because the subjects used the lower part of the
projection screen as reference point. To eliminate this constant error, we decided to use the exocentric
matching task with two indicator lines.
2.3

Data Analysis

We plotted the indicated travel distances as a function of the simulated distances and fitted linear regressions to the data points. We used three parameters to analyze the data. The first is the
correlation coefficient ρ between the indicated and simulated distances. High correlation coefficients
indicate that subjects can precisely use the movement sequence to build up an internal representation
of the traveled distance. The second is the slope of the fitted regression, indicating the accuracy of the
distance matching. Without any error in distance estimation and indication, the slopes of the fitted linear regressions would be 1 with an offset of 0. Slopes smaller than 1 indicate undershoot; slopes greater
than 1 indicate overshoot of the travel distance of the self-motion simulation. We omitted the intercepts
of the regression lines from further analysis as they represent constant errors and our main concern is
the relationship between simulated and indicated distances. The third parameter is the difference in
distance indication between identical virtual distances that were simulated with different combination
of translation velocities and simulation duration. If the subjects based their judgment on the travel
distance, identical simulated travel distances should be indicated with ground intervals of the same
size independent of speed and duration of the simulation.
3.

EXPERIMENT 1: ADDITIONAL MOTION PARALLAX AND PICTORIAL DEPTH CUES

In the first experiment, we tested whether additional motion parallax and pictorial depth cues can
improve travel distance estimation from flow field simulations. Subjects had to indicate travel distances
of a self-motion simulation over a textured virtual ground plane with poles fixed on the ground. We
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. 4, No. 1, Article 3, Publication date: January 2007.
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compare the results with data obtained in a previous study using the same textured ground planes
without poles [Frenz and Lappe 2005].
3.1

Participants

Five subjects (1 female and 4 male, 24–30 years old) participated in this experiment; one author was
also included. Three of these subjects also participated in previous experiments without poles on the
textured ground plane [Frenz and Lappe 2005]. All subjects had normal or corrected to normal vision.
3.2

Procedure

The subjects sat 60 cm in front of a large back projection screen (120 × 120 cm, Dataframe, type
CINEPLEX) with their eyes level with the virtual horizon. The resulting field of view was 90 × 90◦ .
The spatial resolution was 1280 × 1024 pixels. The stimulus was generated on a Silicon Graphics
Indigo2 workstation and presented using a CRT video projector (Electrohome ECP 4100). Subjects
viewed the stimulus binocularly and were instructed to avoid head movements to keep the distance to
the screen constant. Rendering and presentation in this experiment was monoscopic. The time course
of the experiment is described in Section 2.2.
3.3

Results

Figure 2 shows the sizes of the adjusted ground interval as a function of the simulated travel distance
for the single subjects and the pooled data of all subjects. The fitted linear regressions are the solid
lines in Figure 2; the dashed lines are hypothetical data of accurate distance indication. The correlation
coefficient ρ varies between 0.66 and 0.88 among the subjects. For the pooled data of all subjects the
correlation coefficient was 0.73. Therefore, the subjects possessed a precise internal representation of
the simulated distance. Four distances were simulated with different combinations of ego velocity and
duration (3, 3.75, 4.5, and 7.5 m; see Section 2.2). The subjects indicated same travel distances with
same interval sizes irrespective of the combination of ego speed and simulation duration (compare black
circles with corresponding grey circles in Figure 2). Therefore, the distance judgments are truly based
on travel distance and not a particular combination of travel duration and self-motion speed. The fitted
linear regressions described the data very accurately (r 2 > 0.88, p < 0.05 for all fitted regressions).
Subject HF showed accurate distance matching (slope 0.97), whereas the other four subjects undershot
the distances (slopes between 0.5 and 0.79). Fitted to all data of all subjects the slope is 0.74 (±0.08).
Thus, subjects, on average, undershot the simulated distances of the movement sequence by 26%.
This undershoot is comparable to the undershoot found without poles in the scene in the earlier study
(slope of 0.79 using the same virtual environment without poles [Frenz and Lappe 2005]). Three of
the subjects of experiment 1 also took part in that earlier study (HF, JL, and KG). For these subjects
we also individually compared the slopes found here with the slopes found earlier in the same virtual
environment without poles. For subject JL, the slope with poles was inside the confidence interval
calculated in the condition without poles. The error in distance indication, therefore, did not change
between the pole and without pole condition. Subject HF showed a steeper slope in the pole condition,
i.e., a smaller error in distance estimation in the pole condition. Subject KG revealed a shallower slope,
i.e., a larger error, in the pole condition. Therefore, the motion parallax and pictorial depth cues added
by the poles did not result in an uniform increase of accuracy of travel distance reported on the single
subject level.
4.

EXPERIMENT 2: ADDITIONAL DEPTH OF THE FIELD OF VIEW

Here, we investigated the influence of increasing the maximum visible distance in the scene. We increased the depth range of the viewing frustum on the textured ground plane from 30 to 100 m. This
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. 4, No. 1, Article 3, Publication date: January 2007.
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Fig. 2. Results of experiment 1. The indicated distances are plotted as a function of the simulated travel distances. The solid
line marks the fitted linear regressions to the data. The dashed line gives the prediction for accurate distance matching. Black
data points indicate travel distances simulated with lower ego velocity, but longer simulation duration than the corresponding
grey data points. In the single subject subplots data points show the mean of all trials for each condition. In the subplot “Mean,”
each data plot is the mean over all subjects and corresponding trials. The error bars show the standard deviation.

gives more distant depth information and a better estimate of the height of the horizon. The angle of
declination below the horizon is an important cue to distance perception in virtual scenes [Messing and
Durgin 2005]. The time course of the experiments is the same as described in Section 2.2.
4.1

Participants

Six subjects (1 female, 5 male), including one author, participated in the experiment. Four of these
subjects also participated in experiment 1.
4.2

Results

Figure 3 shows the single subjects results and the pooled data of all subjects. The fitted linear regression
is illustrated by the solid lines; the dashed lines correspond to hypothetical data of accurate distance
matching. All regressions are an appropriate description of the data (r 2 > 0.75, p < 0.05). The calculated
correlation coefficient ρ varied between 0.55 and 0.80 among the subjects. For the pooled data of all
subjects, we calculated a correlation coefficient of 0.66. This shows that the subjects can use their
representation of the perceived travel distance to adjust an interval on the ground plane of equal size.
In addition, subjects indicated same travel distances with same sized intervals on the ground plane
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. 4, No. 1, Article 3, Publication date: January 2007.
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Fig. 3. Results of experiment 2. The indicated distances are plotted as a function of the simulated travel distances. Same
convention as in Figure 2.

(black versus grey circles in Figure 3). As in previous experiments with the shorter viewing range
up to 30 m, the reported distances undershot the simulated distances. The slopes of the fitted linear
regressions varied between 0.37 and 1.67. One subject overshot and 5 subjects undershot the simulated
travel distances. For the three subjects that also took part in the earlier study with a shorter viewing
range (HF, JL, and KG) [Frenz and Lappe 2005], individual comparisons showed that for JL and KG
were within the 95% confidence interval of their slopes in the earlier study, while for HF the error in
distance estimation was larger in the present experiment with additional depth information than in the
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. 4, No. 1, Article 3, Publication date: January 2007.
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earlier experiment. The slope of the fitted regression of the pooled data was 0.77 (±0.03). This means,
that the error in distance perception is 23% and, therefore, comparable to the error of 21% found with
shorter viewing distances (slope of 0.79 [Frenz and Lappe 2005]).
5.

EXPERIMENT 3: STEREOSCOPIC PRESENTATION

In this experiment, dot planes 1 and 2 were presented stereoscopically with the appropriate binocular
disparity. The added depth information from the stereoscopic presentation of the stimuli may improve
the perception of the self-motion. Palmisano [2002] reported that stereoscopic information about a simulated self-motion increased the perceived translation velocity. If, in our earlier experiments, the subjects
misperceived the simulated translation velocity of the self-motion, they may have underestimated the
traversed distance because of the underestimation of velocity. Moreover, van den Berg and Brenner
[1994a; 1994b] demonstrated that the ability of human subjects to estimate the heading direction of a
visually simulated self-motion became more tolerant to noise in the optic flow field when the authors
added binocular disparity to the scene. Performance in noise-free conditions did not improve, however.
Rushton et al. [1999] also found no benefit of disparity on steering. Grigo and Lappe [1998] described
that human subjects used stereoscopic depth information as an additional source of information for the
interpretation of the simulated flow field.
5.1

Methods

For the stereoscopic presentation, two camera viewpoints onto the scene were created with a virtual interocular distance of 6.4 cm. The resulting images from the two viewpoints were alternatingly
presented on the projection screen each with a frame rate of 60 Hz. The disparities of the dots in
the display ranged from −0.12 to 5.7◦ . Subjects wore liquid crystal shutter glasses (StereoGraphics;
model CrystalEyes), which were synchronized with the stimulus presentation rate. The glasses for
each eye were thus opened and shut with a rate of 60 Hz. This ensured that each eye got only images of its correct viewpoint on the scene. The shutter glasses reduced the subjects’ field of view to
60◦ × 70◦ .
5.2

Participants

Six subjects (1 female, 5 male) participated in this experiment, including the first author. All subjects
were already tested in experiment 2, four had also participated in experiment 1. All subjects reported
an increased perceived depth of the scene in static viewing because of the stereoscopic presentation.
5.3

Results

Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the results. Each circle shows the mean over subjects; the error bars are the
standard deviations. The dashed lines denote hypothetical data of accurate distance matching, while
the solid lines are the fitted linear regressions. All regressions were an appropriate description of the
data (r 2 > 0.74, p < 0.05).
Simulated and indicated travel distances were highly correlated. For dot plane 1, correlation coefficients ranged between 0.64 and 0.93 among subjects; for dot plane 2 correlation coefficients ranged
between 0.55 and 0.89. In both virtual environments, when identical simulation distances were presented with different speeds, subjects mostly indicated the same intervals on the ground for all speeds
used (compare black and grey symbols in Figures 4 and 5). The slopes of the regressions to the data of
each subject for dot plane 1 varied between 0.23 and 1.1. One subject overshot the distances, one subject
showed accurate performance, and four subjects undershot the simulated travel distances. The data of
subject KG showed no improvement in distance estimation compared to the study without stereoscopic
stimulus presentation [Frenz and Lappe 2005]. Her slope was within the 95% confidence interval of
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. 4, No. 1, Article 3, Publication date: January 2007.
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Fig. 4. Results of experiment 3 with motion simulation on dot plane 1. Same convention as in Figure 2.

her slope in the earlier study. Subjects HF and JL revealed smaller errors in distance estimation than
previously. The pooled data of all subjects had a slope of 0.64. Therefore, on average, the subjects undershot the simulated travel distance by 36%. This underestimation is very similar to the underestimation
observed using dot plane 1 without stereoscopic depth information (33% underestimation [Frenz and
Lappe 2005]). With dot plane 2, slopes ranged between 0.34 and 1.1. One subject overshot the simulated
distances, two subjects showed accurate distance matching, and three subjects undershot the distances
of the simulated self-motion. Here, there was no improvement in distance estimation for subjects HF
and JL over the nonstereoscopic presentation of the same environment in Frenz and Lappe [2005]. The
results were within the 95% confidence interval from that study. For subject KG, the error in distance
estimation increased with stereoscopic presentation of the virtual scene (comparison of slopes and 95%
confidence intervals). The fitted linear regression to the data of all subjects had a slope of 0.79. Thus, the
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Fig. 5. Results of experiment 3 with motion simulation on dot plane 2. See Figure 2 and text for description.

subjects, on average, underestimated the travel distances by 21%. Without stereoscopic depth information, we found an undershot of the travel distance of 24% [Frenz and Lappe 2005]. We, therefore, conclude that binocular disparity did not increase the accuracy of travel distance estimates from optic flow.
6.
6.1

EXPERIMENT 4: FULLY IMMERSIVE VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT
Methods

6.1.1 Stimuli. This experiment was conducted in a CAVE, which is a 3 × 3 × 3 m large room with
stimulus back-projection onto the front and the two side walls, as well as projection onto the floor
via a mirror at the ceiling. Thus, the visual stimulation area extended more than 180◦ horizontally
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and included the floor space in front of the observer. Projections were realized with four three-color
Electrohome projectors. Stimuli were rendered in real time by Silicon Graphics Hardware. Spatial
resolution was 1280 by 1024 pixels for each projection wall. Frame rate was 120 Hz. Subjects wore
shutter glasses (CrystalEyes, description see above) to generate the stereoscopic view on the virtual
environment with 60 Hz per eye. Position and orientation of the shutter glasses were tracked and the
view of the virtual environment was rendered accordingly. This ensured that the participant always
had a correct view of the environment. The direction of motion was always constant with respect to the
environment. During the experiment, the participant stood in the middle of the CAVE. Dot planes 1
and 2 were used. The self-motions simulated travel distances between 2.18 and 13.05 m with velocities
of 1.45, 2.18, 3.63, and 4.35 m/s, and durations of 1.5, 2, 2.5, or 3 s. We simulated four travel distances
(4.35, 5.44, 6.53, and 10.88 m) with two different combination of ego velocity and simulation duration.
6.1.2 Interval Adjustment. For the adjustment of the virtual ground interval in the reporting period,
the subject used a Cubic Mouse. The Cubic Mouse consisted of a box with three perpendicular rods
passing through the cube. Each rod represented one axis of the CAVE’s coordinate system. Because
the subjects had to adjust the interval on the ground only in depth, only one of the rods was used. The
subjects controlled the virtual position of the adjustable line by pulling and pushing the rod. Before each
indication of the traversed distance, the subjects had to pull the rod as far back as possible, whereupon
the indicator lines appeared in the virtual environment. When the subject had adjusted the interval
such that it appeared to match the travel distance of the reference self-motion, he pressed a button on
the Cubic Mouse and the next trial started.
6.1.3 Participants. Six subjects (1 female, 5 male) participated in this experiment. All these subject
already participated in experiment 3.
6.2

Results

The results are illustrated in Figures 6 and 7. For the single subject data, data points represent the
means over ten trials, in the pooled data plot data points represent the collapsed data of all subjects.
The solid lines show the fitted linear regressions; the dashed lines show hypothetical data of accurate
distance matching. Correlation coefficient between simulated and indicated distance varied between
0.71 and 0.83 for dot plane 1 and between 0.67 and 0.91 for dot plane 2. Correlation coefficients for the
pooled data were ρ = 0.73 for dot plane 1 and ρ = 0.76 for dot plane 2. Same travel distances were
indicated with ground intervals of the same size regardless of the velocity and duration of the simulation
(black and grey symbols in Figures 6 and 7). The slopes of the regression lines varied between 0.48 and
1 with dot plane 1 (see Figure 6). One subject gave accurate travel distances estimates, whereas four
subjects underestimated the distances. For two of the subjects in this experiment, a comparison of
their individual data with earlier nonstereoscopic presentation [Frenz and Lappe 2005] was possible.
Subject KG showed no improvement in distance estimation compared to the nonstereoscopic scene, as
her slope was within the 95% confidence interval of her results in the earlier study. For subject HF, the
error increased beyond the 95% confidence interval from the nonstereoscopic condition. On average, the
subjects undershot the simulated distances by 33% (slope of 0.67 for the fitted regression to the data of
all subjects). With dot plane 2, all subjects underestimated the simulated travel distance (see Figure
7). The slopes of the fitted linear regressions varied between 0.46 and 0.85. The slope for subject HF
was not different from that found in nonstereoscopic presentation. Subjects JL and KG showed larger
errors in the stereoscopic environment than in the nonstereoscopic case. Distance underestimation was
36% on average (slope of regression 0.64). In comparison to the results obtained without stereoscopic
stimulus presentation in earlier work [Frenz and Lappe 2005], the results show a similar error in
distance underestimation (33% distance underestimation using dot plane 1 and 24% using dot plane 2).
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7.

DISCUSSION

We investigated how the visual motion induced by one’s own movement through a structured space can
be used to gauge travel distance. Estimating absolute travel distance from optic flow is problematic,
because optic flow speeds covary with the dimensions of the environment and are, thus, subject to
an environment-specific scale factor. Discrimination of the distances of two simulated self-motions of
different speed and duration is possible from optic flow [Bremmer and Lappe 1999; Frenz et al. 2003].
When a distance estimate obtained from optic flow has to be transformed into a spatial interval in
the visual environment, however, the estimate often undershoots the true distance [Frenz and Lappe
2005]. With the experiments described here, we investigated whether this underestimation can be
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remedied with more and better information about the 3D layout of the scene. Experiments 1 and 2
tested whether pictorial depth cues and additional motion parallax increase the accuracy of flow-based
travel distance estimation. This was not the case. Previous work [Frenz et al. 2003; Frenz and Lappe
2005] had shown that motion parallax in itself is necessary and sufficient to allow accurate distance
discrimination. Motion parallax is present in the flow stimulus of the ground plane. Increasing the
amount of motion parallax by adding the pole experiment 1 did not increase accuracy of the distance
estimate. Additional pictorial depth cues like the size of the poles or the position of the horizon also
did not improve accuracy. This is consistent with the earlier finding that pictorial depth cues are not
needed for accurate discrimination. Yet, if the underestimation resulted from a failure to correctly
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perceive the scales in the scene, the added depth cues should have increased estimation accuracy.
Thus, the undershoot is likely not resulting from errors in the perception of general scene layout.
This conclusion is further supported by the results of experiments 3 and 4, in which the scene was
presented in stereoscopic vision. The undershoot remained in these experiments even though scene
layout was specified by binocular 3D information. A second reason why binocular disparity could have
improved the accuracy of distance estimation from optic flow was that the apparent speed of a selfmotion simulation is increased when the motion is simulated with stereoscopic information [Palmisano
2002]. If the stereoscopic presentation had improved the perception of the translation velocity in our
experiments, we would have expected that the subjects indicated larger travel distances. This should
have led to steeper slopes of the fitted linear regressions. This was not the case. Thus, stereoscopic
presentation does not improve the perception of travel distance from optic flow.
Taken together, the results of this and earlier studies suggest that the undershoot is not because of
errors in perceiving the static layout of the virtual scene. Nor does it seem a result of an inability to
integrate visual motion from the optic flow into a distance percept, because distance discrimination is
accurate and distance estimation is highly correlated to the true travel distance. Therefore, we suggest
that the error arises in the transformation of the optic flow-based distance measure into a static scene
interval. If this process is subject to a scale factor, then our results can be explained if this scale factor
is commonly lower than one.
Support for this idea may be gained from observing the slopes from individual subjects. Comparison of Figures 2–7 reveals that the tendency to under- or overshoot the true travel distance is preserved across experiments for individual subjects. For instance, subject JL gives very accurate estimates in all experiments. Subjects HF slightly overshoots in most experiments. Subjects KG and LM
show strong undershoots in all experiments. Subject MS severely and consistently underestimates
distances in all experiments. This observation suggests that while, on average, subjects undershoot
the true distance, the amount of undershoot is specific and consistent for each subject, and some
subjects also consistently overshoot for in small amounts. This could be explained if the scale factor for conversion of the flow-based distance measure into a static scene interval is specific for each
subject.
In this view, the scale factor would amount to a form of calibration between the integrated self-motion
form the optic flow and the apparent distance in a particular scene. In the real world, this calibration
would likely be obtained from active interaction with the environment, such as walking and head
movements. Thus, it should depend on the presence of other sensory signals for self-motion. Indeed, the
addition of vestibular sensory stimulation or proprioceptive signals during real self-motion influences
the accuracy of travel distance judgments [Harris et al. 2000; Sun et al. 2004]. Moreover, the scale
factor should be plastic and subject to adaptation. Indeed, it has been shown that the perceptual-motor
calibration of human locomotion in the real world can be altered when the visual flow associated with
self-motion is mismatched relative to biomechanical walking speed [Pelah and Barlow 1996; Durgin
and Pelah 1999; Durgin et al. 2005; Thompson et al. 2005]. Therefore, an explanation for the underestimation of travel distance from optic flow may be that the subjects were not adapted to the self-induced
optic flow for the virtual environments we used. Subjects did not move through the virtual environment
to experience how their self-motion changed the virtual scene. Perhaps an adaptation to the optic flow
field in this virtual environment according to the movement of the observer could improve the perception of how far the observer actually traveled with the self-motion simulation. The subjects would be
able to calibrate the presented optic flow field to their actual movement. Such experiments of adapting
the subjects to the flow fields, together with the results of the present work, could help clarify whether
the subjects can calibrate the flow fields with their motion.
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